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ENTERED: ^pR 2.8 2016

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
OF OREGON
LC63
In the Matter of

IDAHO POWER COMPANY,

ORDER

2015 Integrated Resource Plan.

DISPOSITION: STAFF'S RECOMMENDATION ADOPTED AS REVISED
This order memorializes our decision made at the March 24, 2016 Special Public Meeting
regarding Idaho Power Company's 2015 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP). At the meeting,
we adopted Commission Staffs recommendation to acknowledge Idaho Power's 2015
IRP, as revised by Staffs presentation during the meeting. As we stated at the close of
the meeting, our decision to not acknowledge certain action items was based on
procedural reasons rather than the merits of the action items.

The Staff Report with its initial recommendation is attached as Appendix A. During the
public meeting, Staff made the following revisions to this initial recommendation:
Action Items 5, 7, 10, and 12 - Staff recommends that we not acknowledge these
items. Staff explains that these actions are better suited for evaluation in a general
rate case as they relate to a facility upgrade that no longer is forecast to meet any
resource need.

Action Hems 6 and 8 - Staff recommends that we not acknowledge these items. Staff
recommends that we wait and review these actions in a general rate case as they relate
to installation ofemission-control technology that is already completed or is
significantly underway.
Action Item 11 - Staff recommends that we not acknowledge this item. Staff reasons
that the act of evaluating installing emission-control technology is outside the usual
scope ofIRP acknowledgement and suggests we wait and address the outcome of the
evaluation (rather than the decision itself to evaluate).
For the convenience of the parties, we attach, as Appendix B, a list summarizing all of
the action items and our decision as to each item.

ORDER N0.1 © 16fi
ORDER
IT IS ORDERED that the 2015 Integrated Resource Plan, filed by Idaho Power
Company, is acknowledged consistent with the terms of this order and the attached

Appendices A & B.
Dated this c^ day of April, 2016, at Salem, Oregon.

^Ll.^ .\/tU(( U
Susan K. Ackerman

Chair

v^'"-(
^.
^
John Savagte
^ Commissioner
-^

Stephen M. Bloom
Commissioner
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PUBLIC UTILITY COMIVHSSION OF OREGON
STAFF REPORT
PUBLIC MEETING DATE: March 24, 2016

Upon Commission's

REGULAR X CONSENT

EFFECTIVE DATE

DATE:

March 8. 2016

TO:

Public Utility Commission

Approval

FROM: Michael Breish/^03
^- VAr.
THROUGH: Jason Eisdorfer and Aster Adaml
SUBJECT: IDAHO POWER COMPANY: (Docket No. LC 63) Acknowledgement of the
2015 Integrated Resource Plan.

STAFF RECOIVIMENDATION:
Staff recommends the Commission acknowledge Idaho Power Company's (Idaho

Power or Company) 2015 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) with certain
recommendations.

DISCUSSION:
Procedural History

Idaho Power filed its 2015 IRP on June 30, 2015. The Company's filing included the IRP
and three appendices. Gaii Carbiener, a member of the public, filed initial comments

on October 22, 2015. Commission Staff (Staff) and the Citizen's Utility Board (CUB)
filed initial comments on November 25, 2015. Idaho Power filed reply comments on
December 30, 2015. Mr. Carbiener filed his final comments on January 8,2016,and
CUB and Staff filed final comments on January 22,2016. Idaho Power filed final reply
comments on February 19, 2016.

Idaho Power held 12 IRP Advisory Council (IRPAC) meetings leading up to the
submission of the 2015 IRP. IRPAC members represent various public agencies, public
and private enterprises, and advocacy groups. The [RPAC covers aspects of the IRP
development, particularly on the resource stack, resource portfolio considerations and
The appendices are the "Sales and Load Forecast," the "DSM Annual Report," and the "Technical
Report."
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risk analyses. The IRPAC played an integral rofe this year in discussing matters related
to the Environmenta! Protection Agency Ciean Power Plan (CPP), promuigated

pursuant to the Clean Air Act, Section 111 (d) (Section 111 (d)), as well as distributed
energy resource integration. Staff appreciated the open and involved stakeholder
process that Idaho Power dedicates time and energy Into in order to fulfill the public
input component of the Company's IRP process,
Staff discusses the comments by the parties and the Company, referencing the nearterm action plan, long-term planning aspects of the preferred portfoiio, and other 1RP
issues. The original IRP action plan is set forth in Attachment A to this memo.
General Description of the iRP
Idaho Power's iRP presents an analysis that consrders costs, risks, and uncertainties of
various resource portfolios designed to sufficiently satisfy system toad, reliability, and
flexibility .needs over the next 20 years. idaho Power analyzed 23 resource portfolios
under seven different CPP scenarios as well as three variables In a stochastic analysis.
Not only was this a significant increase in the number of portfolios provided with
previous IRPs, but the diversity of resource considerations within those portfolios
increased as well.

Of critical Importance in the 2015 iRP are the fates of Idaho Power's two remaining
coal-fired generating plants, North Vaimy located in Nevada and Jim Bridger located in
Wyoming. Because Idaho Power's 2015 IRP was published at the time of only the draft
Section 111 (d) rules, Idaho Power's analysis reflects the Company's best assumption of
what the final Section 111 (d) rule may be. Staff addresses final Section 111 (d)
considerations iater in this report.
With a peak-hour capacity deficit first occurring in 2025 under the Company's preferred
portfolio, the 2015 IRP action plan features no additional planned generation. Beyond
the ongoing processes related to the Boardman-to-Hemingway (B2H) and Gateway
West transmission lines, the only significant actions in the 2015 IRP Action Plan relate
to compJetion and consideration of emissions technology on Jim Bridger units and an
upgrade of the Shoshone Fails generation station.
Compliance with Commission IRP Guidelines
In its Final Comments, Staff asserted that Idaho Power was not compliant with IRP
Guidelines 1 and 12 due to aspects of the Company's residential and commercial solar
photovoltaic (PV) resource consideration and caiculation. Staff believed that Idaho
These three variables were natural gas prices, customer load, and hydroelecfric variability,

I
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Power's inclusion of the fixed costs of a customer-owned and financed resource in the
Company's supply-side resource stack was inconsistent with Guideline 1. Guideline 1,
part 1, states that "all resources must be evaluated on a consistent and comparable
basis." Staff found that since the fixed costs of a residential or commercial solar PV
system are not directly borne by the Company unlike other supply-side resources, the
results "are inherently inconsistent and incomparabie and do not reflect the realities of
customer-owned resources. Because of this inconsistency in fixed costs burden, Staff
concluded that Idaho Power did not comply with Guideline 12, which states that "electric
utilities should evaluate distributed generation technoiogies on par with other suppiyside resources...." Staff further concluded in its Final Comments that it "does not want

to punish but rather create an opportunity to determine a more realistic analysis of this
new class ofsupply-side resource.

In its Final Comments, the Company disagreed with Staff's assertions, building on its
response made En its Reply Comments. There, Idaho Power argued that "the inclusion
of capital costs associated with resource construction is consistent with the treatment
for other resources considered in the IRP, thus allowing meaningful cost comparisons
between resources. Additionally, Idaho Power stated that excluding a supply-side
resource's fixed costs would "lead to uneconomic resource procurement and inefficient

deployment of capital on the part of Idaho Power and its customers.
Idaho Power expanded on these points in its Final Comments. There the Company
explained that its methodology is predicated on the flow of both costs and benefits to all
customers. Idaho Power believes this approach fo be reasonable, in part because,
though the Company does not directly incur the fixed costs, the customer who owns the
PV system wil! eventually recover its fixed cost investment. Furthermore, the analysis
of distributed solar PV's total resource cost, which the Company utilizes for ail
resources including energy efficiency, enables reasonable comparisons of resources'

respective values. Therefore, the Company's approach is consistent with the treatment
of other resources.

Staff appreciates Idaho Power's effort in addressing its concerns regarding the
consideration of distributed soiar PV systems. Idaho Power indicates it is open to

exploring the possibility of modeling refinements in its 2017 IRP. Staff appreciates this
because additional opportunities for incorporating distributed PV solar system benefits
exist. Staff believes that once the resource value of solar is established in

Staffs Final Comments, at page 1, Docket No. LC 63,January 22, 2016.
Ibid,, at page 2.
Idaho Power's Repiy Comments, at page 19, Docket No. LC 63, December 30, 2015.
6 [bid.
7 Idaho Power's FinaE Comments, at page 7, DockeE No. LC 63, February 19, 2016.
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Docket No. UM 1716, the conversation regarding different approaches to modeling
distributed solar PV resources at the !RPAC will be appropriate.
Staff also asserted in its Final Comments that Idaho Power was noncompliant with
Guideline 4, part I, which stales that a utility's iRP must select "a portfolio that
represents the best combination of cost and risk for the utility and its customers.
Idaho Power's seiection of preferred portfolio P6(b) is neither ieast-cosf nor least-risk.
However, the Company states that consideration of qualitative risks results in the
Company selecting P6(b) as the preferred portfolio,
As Staff discusses later in this memo, without a comprehensive and balanced
assessment of every portfolio's qualitative risks, Staff cannot make an informed
determination on whether a particular portfoiio is ieast-cost, ieast-risk when qualitative
risks are a deciding factor. Though Idaho Power is correct in pointing out that the
Commission only acknowledges a utility's Action Plan, Staff notes that a short-term
Action Plan is ultimately derived from a resource pian that achieves !ong"run cost-risk
optimaiity. Therefore, concerns regarding mid-term and long-term action items should
not be dismissed.

Staff is satisfied that the Company has adequately met the IRP guidelines.
Compliance with Previous IRP Order No. 14-253
In issuing Order No. 14-253, the Commission accepted Idaho Power's 2013 IRP with
several directives and recommendations. These are listed below along with Staff's
conclusions about Idaho Power's respective comp!iance.
Pollution Control Investments in Coa! Resources
The Commission directed Idaho Power "to work with stakeholders to explore options for

how it plans to model and perform analysis in the 2015 IRP in order to comply with the
applicabie emissions requirements §111 (d) of the Cfean Air Act. Staff finds that
Idaho Power satisfied the first component of this directive by holding an Inclusive and
engaging stakeholder process (i.e. the IRP Advisory Council). Idaho Power presented
the considerations and analyses of the Company's Coal Study Working Group at the

Commission Order No. 07-002, Appendix A, at page 5, Docket No. UM 10,January 8, 2007.
9 Commission Order No. 14-253, at page 12, Docket No. LC 58, July 8, 2014.
1 Ibid., at page 8,
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September 2014 IRPAC meeting. Additionally, Idaho Power welcomed and
incorporated coal plant retirement date suggestions from fRPAC members.
Staff also finds that Idaho Power satisfied the second component of this directive. To
address uncertainty surrounding Section 111 (d) and the joint ownership of Idaho
Power's coal plants, Idaho Power analyzed 23 portfolios that contain various retirement
dates for those facilities. Additionally, Idaho Power conducted a Section 111 (d)
sensitivity on the 23 resource portfolios that consisted of seven different scenarios split
into mass-based or rate-based. However, these analyses were conducted prior to the

finalization of Section 111 (d) rules. Due to this temporal issue, Staff will recommend
additional analyses in Idaho Power's 2015 IRP update.
Gas Price Forecasts
Though not an explicit directive, Staff mentions the Commission's expectation that
Idaho Power would address stakeholders' concerns regarding three aspects of the
Company's natural gas price forecast. Staff finds that Idaho Power sufficiently
addressed the concerns by utilizing Energy Information Administration data for high and
low cases as well as the nominal forecast prices. The Company also verified that the
Emptied heat rate, which verifies the relationship between natural gas prices and
wholesale electricity prices, aligns with the historical correlation.
Conservation Voltafle Reduction (CVR)
Idaho Power was directed to include a CVR assessment in the 2015 !RP after failing to
do so in the 2013 IRP. CVR efforts currently progressing at Idaho Power under the
"CVR Enhancements Project" should be completed by 2016. Through its 2014 and
2015 Smart Grid Reports, the Company has kept Staff and the Commission abreast of
the renewed evaluation and possible integration ofCVR into distribution system
operations.

Idaho Power did not include a CVR assessment due to the ongoing nature of the
project, but did include a description of the current project on page 48 of the IRP. Staff
recommends the Commission delay action on CVR until Staff has been able to review
the Company's analysis In the CVR Enhancements Project report to be fi!ed
September 1,2016.
The three issues were" the symmetnc adjustments to the base case forecast, the escalation of the
Energy Information Administration's reference case gas price forecast, and the high correlation between
natural gas prices and wholesale electricity prices in the company's modeling. "See Commission Order
No. 14-253, at page 14, Docket No. LC 58, Juiy 8,2014.
12 Idaho Power's 2015 !RP, Appendix C, at page 215, Docket No. LC 63. June 30,2015.
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Action Plan Limits
The Commission stated that Idaho Power should limit its Action Pian to activities it plans
to undertake in the next two to four years as well as enumerate them for ease of
analysis. Jdaho Power has done so.

Staff is satisfied that the Company has adequately addressed all of the
Commission's directives set forth in Order 14-253.
Action Item Discussion
The Company offered the following Action items for the time period 2015-2019.
Action Item #1 - B2H Transmission Line
Idaho Power will continue the ongoing permitting, planning studies and regulatory
filings.
Mr. Carbiener expressed concerns about the increasing costs of the B2H line as well as
the Company's presentation of the viability of portfolios that do not contain B2H.
Additionally, Mr. Carbiener discussed how a tipping point analysis of the costs of B2H
would be helpful in considering alternative resources.
Staff notes that the Commission acknowledged the same actions for B2H in
Order No. 14-253.'13

The only major development to occur since the 2014 IRP is the Bureau of Land
Management's (BLM) issuance of the draft Environmentai Impact Statement (EiS),
which includes the agency's initial analysis on the proposed and alternate routes of the
B2H line.14 Idaho Power expects the BLM to issue a final EIS in 2016.

Staff recommends acknowledgment of Action Item #1.

13 Ibid., at page 5.
BLM's Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Land Use Plan Amendments for the Boardman to
Hemingway Transmission Line Project, DOI-BLM-OR-VOOO-2012-016~E!S, December 19, 2014.
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Action Item #2 - Gateway West Transmission Line
Idaho Power wiH continue the ongoing permitting, planning studies and regulatory
filings.
No parties commented on this Action Item.
Staff notes that the Commission acknowledged the same actions for B2H in
Order No, 14-253.15

Staff recommends acknowledgment of Action item #2.

Action item #3 - Enerciv Efficiency
Idaho Power will continue the pursuit of cost-effective energy efficiency- the forecast
reduction for the 2015-2019 programs ss 84 average megawatts (MW) for energy
demand and 126 MW for peak demand
CUB expressed concern that Idaho Power Is underestimating the forecasted achievable
energy efficiency potential that the Company can acquire. At the core of CUB'S concern
was Idaho Power's pursuit of achievable, cost-effective energy efficiency, which the
Company historically has exceeded annually, CUB believes opportunities exist for
Idaho Power to meet more of its projected load growth through energy efficiency,
Enduding offering more programs, increasing the Company's energy efficiency
marketing, and implementing a "more aggressive (energy efficiency) policy." Staff
highlights the fact that Idaho Power's energy efficiency target for the five year period

from 2015 to 2019 is 22 percent higher than the five-year window in the 2013 IRP.
Staff recommends acknowledgment of Action Item #3.

Action item #4_-Section_m{d}
Idaho Power wili coordinate with government agencies on implementation planning for

Section 111 (d).

1 ibid.> at page 6.
16 CUB'S Initiai Comments, at page 7, Docket No. LC 63, November 25' 2015.
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Staff analyzed and discussed the results of Idaho Power's Section 111 (d) sensitivity
analyses in its Initial and Reply Comments, Because the 2015 IRPwas published prior
to the release of the final Section 111 (d) rules, Staff expects Idaho Power will continue
to work with the co-owners of the North Valmy and Jim Bridger Coal-firecf generation
stations as states develop Section 111 (d) compliance plans.
Staff recommends acRnowiedgment of Action item #4, and proposes the folEowing
additional recommendations:
• Analyze alternative Section 111 (d) compliance paths' impacts on Idaho Power's
respective liabilities in North Valmy and Jim Bridger generation stations with
stochastic analysis for each compliance path.
• Calculate the cost of compliance with these paths for Idaho Power, and the
impact of these costs upon Idaho Power's ratepayers.
Action Item #5_^Shoshone Falls License Amendment
Idaho Power will file to amend the FERC license regarding the 50-MW expansion.
No parties commented on this action item.

Staff recommends acknowledgment of Action Item #5.

Action Item #6 - Jim Bridger Unit 3
Idaho Power will complete the installation of selective catalytfc reduction (SCR)
emissfon-contro! technology.

No parties commented on this action item.

Staff recommends acknowledgment of Action Item #6.

Action Item #7 -Shoshone Falls Upflrades Study
Idaho Power will study options for smaller upgrades ranging in size up to approximateiy
4MW.
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No parties commented on this action item.

Staff recommends acknowledgment of Action Item #7.

Action ttem #8 ~ Jim Brldfler Unit 4
Idaho Power will complete insfaHation of SCR emission-contro! technology.
No parties commented on this action item.

Staff recommends acknowledgment of Action Item #8.

Action item #9 ~ North Valmv Units 1 and 2
idaho Power will continue to work with NV Energy to synchronize depreciation dates
and determine if a date can be estabHshed to cease coai-fired operations.
Mr. Carbiener suggested Idaho Power include additional portfolios that mirror Nevada
Power's 2013 IRP 2021 modeled shut down date for North Vafmy.
Staff raised concerns regarding the forecasted shut down dates of the North Valmy
plant in the Company's preferred portfolio compared to other portfolios that have lower
cost and risk. However, al! shut cfown dates considered in Idaho Power's resource

portfolios occur beyond thefour-yearwindowofthe2015 IRP, so Staff discusses this
matter further below,

Staff recommends acknowledgment of Action Item #9.

Action Item #10 " Shoshone Fails 2017 Upgrade
Idaho Power will commence construction of a smaller upgrade.

Idaho Power in its Final Comments provided clarifying and additional information
regarding the planned upgrades and maintenance of the Shoshone Falls facility -that
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enables Staff to retract its initial recommendation of non-acknowledgement. The
upgrade of the Shoshone Falls facility is necessary for continued reliable operations.

Staff recommends acknowledgment of Action Item #10.

Action Item #11 - Jim Bridcier Units 1 and 2
Idaho Power will evaluate the instaffation of SCR technology for units 1 and 2 at Jim

Bridgerin the 2017 IRP.
Staff noted in its Final Comments that when Idaho Power models Section 111 (d)
compliance paths, it should fully consider Jim Bridger scenarios that are informed by
considerations and possible decisions of the co-owner PacffiCorp. Staff addresses
matters related to Jim Bridger in recommendations made under Action Item #4.

Staff recommends acknowledgment of Action Item #11.

Action Item #12- Shoshone Falls 2019 On-Line Date
fdaho Power wfli place the smaller upgrade on-line.
Similar to Action Item #1 0, Staff initially recommended non-acknowledgement of this
Action Item in its Final Comments. However, Idaho Power provided clarifying
information that led Staff to retract that recommendation.

Staff recommends acknowledgment of Action Item #12.

Other Issues

Selection of Preferred Portfolio
S-taff and CUB challenged Idaho Power's selection of portfolio P6(b) as the Company's

preferred portfolio due to the its higher cost, higher risk, and higher Section 111 (d)
compliance cost compared to alternative resource portfolios. The Company responded

Idaho Power's Final Comments, at page 7, Docket No. LC 63, February 19, 2016,
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that in addition to the relatively small differences In cost for the portfolios that Staff and
CUB contended were quantitatively supported, portfolio P6(b) minimized qualitative
risks.

Idaho Power also correctly identified that the Commission En its review of a utility's IRP
wjil only consider items set forth En the utility's short-term Action Plan. The portfolios
that Staff and CUB argued were more appropriate choices share the same four-year
Action Plan as the Company's preferred portfolio. From this, the Company argues the
Commission should acknowledge the Company's IRP.
Staff reiterates its observation made in its Final Comments: an Action Plan is only
Justified by the long-term resource plan. Despite similar or even identical Action Plans,
they are otherwise irrelevant if not considered in the broader context of a cost-risk
optima! Eong-term resource plan.

Staff agrees with Idaho Power's position that the Commission should acknowledge
Idaho Power's 2015 IRP Action Plan.
Qualitative Risk Analysis
Both CUB and Staff raised concerns over the Company's reliance on qualitative risks to
support the selection of portfolio P6(b) as the preferred portfolio despite four lower-cost,
iower-risk alternatives. En particular. Staff raised concerns regarding the Section 111(d),
"regulatory" resource commitment, PURPA, and DSM implementation qualitative risks.
Though Idaho Power further clarified some of Staff's concerns in its Reply Comments,
Staff believes that some of these lower-cost, lower-risk portfolios also afford the same
qualitative risk benefits the Company attributes to preferred portfolio P6(b). Because of
the lack of comprehensive evaluation of qualitative risks of ail other portfolios besides
the preferred portfolio, Staff recommends Idaho Power pursue a systematic evaluation
of all portfolios' qualitative risks. This evaluation must be balanced and consistent in its
comparisons in order to support future preferred portfolios. Despite this concern, Staff
appreciates Idaho Power's broader assessment in assessing qualitative risks.
Staff recommends Idaho Power include a more systematic evaluation of the
qualitative benefits of the resource portfolios in the 2017 ]RP.

18

Commission Order No. 14-253, at page 12, Docket No. LC 58, July 8, 2014.
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2015 IRP Update Waiver
In its final comments, Staff recommended that Idaho Power provide updated Section
111 (d) and existing coal unit considerations in the 2015 IRP Update. Idaho Power
replied in Its Final Comments that, though it plans to comply with Staff's
recommendations regarding additional analyses, doing so In the 2015 IRP Update

would be inefficient The Company notes that the 2017 IRP is due only three months
after the planned 2015 fRP Update filing. Because the analyses requested by Staff are
substantial and therefore more suited for a complete IRP cyde rather than an IRP
Update, Idaho Power recommends the Commission waive its obligation to file a 2015
\RP Update.
Staff agrees and recommends the Commission waive Idaho
Power's obligation to file a 2015 IRP Update.

PROPOSED COIVflVHSSION IVtOTION:
Idaho Power's 2015 IRP be acknowledged with the following recommendations by Staff
as contained in this report and summarized in Attachment A to this report.
IPC LC 63
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ATTACHMENT A
Action
Item

Description

Staff Recommendation

1

B2H " ongoing permitting, planning
studies, and regulatory filings
Gateway West- ongoing permitting,
planning studies, and regulatory filings
Pursuit of cost-effective energy efficiency
Implementation planning for Section

Acknowledge

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12

111(d)

Shoshone Falls license amendment
Jim Bridger 3 - Complete SCR installation
Shoshone FaEls upgrade study
Jim Bridger 4 - Complete SCR installation
North Valmy- NV Energy collaboration
Shoshone Falls 2017 upgrade
Jim Bridger 1 & 2 " SCR evaluation
Shoshone Falls 2019 on-line date

Acknowledge
Acknowledge
Acknowledge with
Recommendations
Acknowledge
Acknowledge
Acknowledge
Acknowledge
Acknowledge
Acknowledge
Acknowledge
Acknowledge

Recommendations

In addition to acknowledgement of the Action Plan items, Staff recommends that the
Commission direct the Company to:
< Analyze alternative Section 111 (d) compliance paths' impacts on Idaho Power's
respective liabilities in North Valmy and Jim Bridger generation stations with
stochastic analysis for each compliance path in the 2017 IRP.
• Calculate the cost of compliance with these paths for Idaho Power, and the
impact of these costs upon Idaho Power's ratepayers.
• Include a more systematic evaluation of the qualitative benefits of the resource
portfoiios that Idaho Power analyzes in the 2017 !RP.
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1. Action Items
Action

Item

1
2
3

B2H

Ongoing permitting, planning studies,

Transmission

and regulatory filings

Gateway West

Ongoing permitting, planning studies,

Transmission

and regulatory filings

Energy
Efficiency

Disposition

Description

Resource

A cknowledged
Acknowledged

Continue the pursuit of cost-effective

Acknowledged

energy efficiency
Coordinate with government agencies on

4

N/A

Acknowledged

implementation planning for Clean Air

Act Section 111 (d)

5

Sho shone
Falls Hydro

6

Jim Bridger
Unit 3

7

Shoshone
Falls Hydro

8

Jim Bridger
Unit 4

Not
Acknowledged

File to amend FERC license regarding
50-MW expansion

Complete installation of selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) emission-

Not
Acknowledged

control technology
Study options for a smaller upgrade

Not
Acknowledged

ranging in size up to approximately

4MW

Complete installation ofSCR emissioncontrol technology

Not
Acknowledged

Continue to work with NV Energy to

9

North Valmy

Units 1 & 2

synchronize depreciation dates and

Acknowledged

determine if a date can be established to
cease coal-fired operations

10
11
12

Shoshone

Commence construction of smaller

Falls Hydro

upgrade

Jim Bridger
Units 1 & 2

Evaluate the installation ofSCR
technology in the 2017 IRP

Sho shone

Falls Hydro

On-line date for smaller upgrade during

first quarter of 2019

Not
Acknowledged
Not
Acknowledged
Not
Acknowledged

2. Recommendations

Analyze alternative Section 111 (d) compliance paths' impacts on Idaho Power's
respective liabilities in North Valmy and Jim Bridger generation stations with
stochastic analysis for each compliance path in the 2017 IRP.
Calculate the cost of compliance with these paths for Idaho Power, and the
impact of these costs upon Idaho Power's ratepayers.
c.

Include a more systematic evaluation of the qualitative benefits of the resource

portfolios that Idaho Power analyzes in the company's 2017 IRP.
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